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agriculture frequently results in accidental limb injuries with tissue loss. Legis-
lative measures to protect manual workers from such accidents are inadequate
and the economy is unable to support these patients during their recovery. An
early return to work is of paramount importance to them and this can be
achieved in many patients by free flap transfers:

The cost of starting a microsurgery programme is high. The equipment and
instruments are expensive and an experimental animal facility is a prerequisite
for the training of surgeons. The long term gains achieved by a decreased mor-
bidity and reduction of hospital stay will far outweigh the disadvantages of the
high initial cost.

At present, free flap transfer facilities are limited to a few major cities. There
is a need to set up regional microsurgery centres with an emphasis on training
which should be acquired by surgeons specializing in either plastic or
orthopaedic surgery. A period of at least 6 months is essential for an already
trained surgeon to acquire such expertise with the time divided equally bet-
ween the operating theatre and the laboratory. Our aim should be to have the
technique of free flap transfer available in all major hospitals in India.
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Road Accidents and Doctors

./

Deaths from road accidents in India are increasing (from 5106 in 1960to 30 471
in 1983).1 The number of deaths in 1988 are likely to exceed 40000. Injuries
from road accidents are expected to be one hundred times the number of deaths
and in a country like USA 10% (400000) of the victims would require hospital
admission.

Despite the large number of road accidents, doctors in India have shown
interest only in the treatment of accident victims and, unlike their counterparts
in some higher income countries, are yet to play any role in creating a greater
public awareness of road safety or undertaking epidemiological studies on road
traffic accidents. The first chief of the National Highway Safety Administration
in the USA was Dr William Haddon-a graduate in Medicine and Public
Health, and a pioneer of injury research.>' In Australia, a general surgeon
campaigned for seat belt laws and measures against drunken driving. Doctors
have promoted organi zations such as the American Association for Automo-
tive Medicine and the National Road Trauma Committee of the Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons. Doctors have collaborated with engineers
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to evolve an injury scaling system' which objectively assesses the severity of
injuries and evaluates the effectiveness of various safety measures.

Financial resources are limited in India and much thought needs to be given
to the design of efficient accident and emergency care systems and trauma care
centres. In Delhi 85% of road crash victims take more than 15minutes to reach
the hospital and a mere 4% are transported by ambulance.s Some of the mea-
sures which might be worth considering include the payment of fares and
rewards from the road tax fund to taxi drivers who bring crash victims to hospi-
tals, and compulsory blood donations from new driving licence holders.

Doctors in India do have influence and leverage with policy makers and the
public. As heavy transport vehicles such as buses and lorries are involved in
two-thirds of all accidents and over 70% of all fatalities include unprotected
users (cyclists, pedestrians and motorbike/scooter riders), legislation which
deals with these two groups is the priority. In Delhi cars and jeeps are the strik-
ing vehicles in only 7% of fatal crashes and car occupants account for 3% of
fatalities." so car-based safety measures will have less of an impact on accident
mortality figures.

Legislation should be introduced limiting maximum speed of vehicles to 40
kmph on city roads and 60 kmph on inter-city roads. The wearing of crash helmets
by motorcyclists and painting bicycles in conspicuous colours such as yellow
and orange should be made compulsory. Separate lanes and paths for cyclists
and pedestrians should be provided.

The first and most economical treatment for traffic accidents is their prevention
and it is time that doctors in India vigorously campaign for more effective safety
measures.
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